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Magnetic Photo Frame and Case 
Materials Dimensions Accessories/Tools/Etc. 
Pool Party card stock scraps Stamp Pads: Pool Party and Soft 
Soft Suede card stock scraps  Suede Classic Ink 
So Saffron card stock scraps Stamps:  Pursuit of Happiness 
Attic Boutique Designer Series Paper 4 ½ ” x 6” Stampin’ Sponge 
Magnet Sheet 4 ½” x 6” Punches: 1” circle punch and 
Framelits – Labels Collection   1 ¼” circle punch 
Big Shot   Crochet Ribbon 
Basic Pearls  Crumb Cake Seam Binding 
Metallic Brad (1)  Adhesives:  Snail, Mini Glue Dots, 
Illuminate Smooch Pearlized Ink  Sticky Strip 
Metal DVD Case   

 

 
Step-By-Step Directions 

 
   1. Cut magnet sheet and Attic Boutique Designer Series paper to 4 ½” x 6”.  Adhere the DSP to the 

magnet sheet and place the Labels Collection Framelit on top and run through Big Shot to cut. 
 
   2. Framelit will not cut all the way through the magnet sheet so you will need to turn the magnet 

sheet over and match up the Framelit to cut in the same place.  Remove cut out. 
 
   3. Put a piece of sticky strip across the bottom of the DSP and adhere a piece of crumb cake seam 

binding, letting a little extra hang over the project.  Adhere another piece of sticky strip over the 
seam binding and adhere Crochet ribbon over it, letting a little extra hang over the project.  Turn 
the magnet sheet over and cut the ribbon so that it fits the project exactly. 

 
   4. Open a metallic brad and create a crochet ribbon bow and adhere to the front of the project. 
 
   5. Stamp a greeting on Vanilla card stock in Pool Party ink and cut out with smallest Framelit.  

Sponge edges with Soft Suede Classic Ink.  Adhere to front of project using Stampin’ 
Dimensionals. Stamp larger greeting on Vanilla card stock and cut out with the next size 
Framelit and sponge edges with Soft Suede Classic Ink.  Adhere to punched out piece of 
DSP/Magnet sheet using Snail adhesive.  Decorate both greetings with Basic Pearls. 

 
6.  To create the flowers: Punch out two 1 ¼” circles of Pool Party card stock and one 1” piece of So 

Saffron card stock.  Spiral cut all of them and then wrap around a wood skewer )or something that 
size).  Adhere with mini glue dots.  Put a Basic Pearl in the center of each and adhere to project. 

 
7.  Paint edges of roses with Illuminate Smooch Pearlized Accent Ink. 
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8. Put a photo on the front of the tin and place the magnetic frame on top of it.  You can use 
coordinating card stocks to border your other photos and store inside the DVD tin.  Put the 
greeting/punch out on the inside of the tin. 

 
 
 
PRODUCT ITEM # PRICE PAGE 
Pool Party card stock (24) #122924 $6.95 p 176 
Soft Suede card stock (24) #115318 $6.95 p 180 
Very Vanilla card stock (40) #101650 $8.50 p 180 
Attic Boutique Designer Series Paper #125407 $10.95 Mini p 23 
Pursuit of Happiness Stamp Set (Clear) #121970 $13.95 p 157 
Pursuit of Happiness Stamp Set (wood) #121907 $17.95 p 157 
Classic Ink Pad – PoolParty #122938 $5.95 p 176 
Classic Ink Pad – Soft Suede #115657 $5.95 p 180 
Crumb Cake Seam Binding #122332 $6.95 p 195 
Crochet Ribbon #118480 $6.95 p 194 
1” Circle Punch #119868 $10.95 p 212 
1 ¼ ” Circle Punch #119861 $15.95 p 212 
BIG SHOT Die Cutting Machine #113439 $99.95 p 215 
Framelits – Labels Collection #125598 $26.95 Mini p 6 
Magnet Sheets (3) #119816 $9.95 p 216 
Illuminate Smooch Pearlized Ink #121084 $5.50 p 203 
Metallic Brads #119741 $6.95 p 199 
Stampin’ Sponge (3) #101610 $3.50 p 203 
Basic Pearls #119247 $4.95 p 198 
Snail Adhesive (472”) #104332 $6.95 p 206 
  Or REFILL (472”) #104331 $4.50 p 206 
Sticky Strip (10 yds) #104294 $6.95 p 206 
Stampin Dimensionals (300) #104430 $3.95 p 206 
Mini Glue Dots (300) #103683 $4.95 p 206 
 
All stamped images are copyright© STAMPIN' UP!® All content, including photographs, text, instructions and 
design work, is ©StampAcademy. Our designs and projects are for personal inspiration only and may not be 
copied for the purpose of publication, contest submissions, blog entry or profit. You may use these projects for 
an in-person class but you cannot share the tutorials in a digital format or sell them online. The directions 
cannot be shared with non-class participants. You may not post any of the projects on your blog or website. If 
someone is interested in the instructions, please direct them to us. Info@StampAcademy.com. Thank you for 
adhering to our copyright guidelines! Enjoy your projects! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


